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Abstract: This Trends article discusses a press release from the Violence Policy center, which strongly advocates against arming commercial airline pilots against terrorists.

A press release from the Violence Policy Center most strongly advocates opposition to arming commercial airline pilots against terrorists and other security-related malefactors. Regardless of the ultimate validity of arming or not arming, the argumentative pose of the Center is problematic.

One argument against arming is that 21% of law enforcement officers who are killed with a handgun are shot with their own weapon. The problem with this argument is that the weapons-related scenarios of law enforcement and the projected ones of pilots are quite different as to distances and constrained space so as to defy the assumption of congruence and generalization.

Another argument is that law enforcement officers have only an 18% to 22% hit ratio in armed confrontations. Given that this ratio is often positively correlated with distance, the close quarters of the projected pilot scenario works to the pilots’ advantage.

Still another argument is that 75% of law enforcement officers feloniously killed by suspects died within a 10-foot radius of the offender. But again, the scenarios and degree of enclosed space are often different between law enforcement officers and pilots. And as well “with rules of engagement limiting the pilot to weapons employment within the cockpit upon cockpit intrusion” the alternative is 100% felonious killings.

Finally, there is the argument about pilots not being able to concurrently fly and shoot, even if the pilots remain within the cockpit at all times. This argument pales before that of not being able to fly if dead.